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The role of entrance channel in the fusion-fission reactions leading to nearly thr same
compound nucleus was studied in several experiments [l], but the fusion mechanism is not
unambigiously understood yet. This fact has a large significance in the case of fusion of
massive nuclei when there are big and qualitative differences between capture and fusion
processes. It is well known that the difference comes from a drastical increase of the
quasifissiou contribution. In the framework of the usual classical models of the fusion it
is impossible to consider this important feature. This problem was studied in Ref. [2].

To study the entrance channel effect, the dynamical model [3] was applied in order
to calculate fusion cross sections for the 19F -f 10<Ag and 2oSi + 3sMo reactions. The
calculation shows an energy window for the fusion process in these reactions. The low-
limit (£"„,,„) of this window is defined by the dynamical barrier in the entrance channel
before the capture, and the upper limit (Emax) comes from the incomplete dissipation of
the collision kinetic energy. In the last case a binary transfer reaction would be observed.
In the presented dynamical model, the values of Em,n and Emax which define a size of the
energy window, are determined by the intense dissipative forces and the size of the pocket
in the L'{R) nucleus-nucleus potential. At beam energies larger than Emax the limited
magnitude of friction forces couldn't provide an intense loss of the initial kinetic energy
that makes dinuclear system to trap into pocket. This is an important point in the case
of reactions with massive nuclei when L'(R) has a small pocket usually.

The difference between the fusion cross sections of the 19F + l0 'Ag and "*Si + 9iMo
reactions is connected with the two peculiarities of the entrance channel for these reactions.
The first is a size of pocket of the nucleus-nucleus interaction potential. It is larger for
the l3F + lo 'Ag reaction than the "sSi + 9*Mo one. Therefore In case of first reaction
more partial waves contribute to capture cross section than for the second one.

The second peculiarity of the entrance channel is a different BfH, fusion barrier for
various mass (charge) asymmetry axes. This barrier is determinated by the difference of
the driving potential at the point corresponding to the entrance mass asymmetry, and at
the Businaro-Gallone point, [f for the 19F -I- 10 Ag reaction there is not fusion barrier
at small angular momenta, for the ;*Si + ?sMo reaction there is a finite value of Bf,,,.ln
order to fuse into compound nucleus, in this case, dinuclear system has to overcome the
Busiaaro-Gallone point. At the same time a quasirissiou barrier for the first reaction is
larger than for the second one. ft means that for the second reaction there is competition
between quasifission and complete fusion. As a result we obtained smaller fusion cross
sections for the "sSi -r 9sMo reaction in comparison with !?F -r !0 Ag.
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